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List of Acronyms 
M-KMAB - Muskwa-Kechika Management Area Advisory Board 

NCPL – North Country Projects Ltd. 

NEBCWF – Northeast British Columbia Wildlife Fund 

NFWRx – Northern Fire WoRx Corp. 

NRRM – Northern Rockies Regional Municipality 

Qwest – Qwest Helicopters 

SMC – Shifting Mosaics Consulting 

WSSBC – Wild Sheep Society of British Columbia 

 

Introduction 
In July 2017, Inge-Jean Hansen from the BC Ministry of Forests, Lands, and Natural Resource Operations 

was participating in a mountain goat survey in the Gataga River watershed. She observed an old mineral 

prospector’s site and two nearby locations where numerous fuel barrels and other assorted waste was 

scattered along the slopes of the otherwise pristine valley, much of it in the creek itself (Figures 1-6). 

Ms. Hansen contacted Jim Fulton, the President of the Northeast British Columbia Wildlife Fund 

(NEBCWF) to inform him of these sites and provide the coordinates. The NEBCWF was the driving 

organization in the earlier barrel and mine clean-up in the Muskwa-Kechika Management Area, helping 

to arrange funding and labour to remove over 600 fuel drums, multiple tonnes of garbage, and ten 

wrecked airplanes and snowmobiles from the region. NEBCWF also organized the Churchill Mine phone 

line clean-up, both these projects being completed under the direction of Environmental Emergency 

Response Officer Terry Sawchuck. 

On July 26 2018, a NEBCWF crew travelled to the Gataga sites to inventory what was there, obtain flying 

distances, and assess airstrip condition in order to develop a cost-estimate for clean-up. This trip was 

paid for by the NEBCWF. The crew located 119 fuel drums across the three sites as well as a variety of 

other waste: from the remains of old buildings, to cans and bottles, to appliances (Appendix A). Much of 

the waste likely originated from the historical Gataga Camp which was abandoned in 1971 (Appendix B). 

NEBCWF volunteers also observed that the area was used extensively by thinhorn stone’s sheep and 

northern mountain caribou, which had left many tracks within the basin, and was ideal habitat for grizzly 

bear and other large carnivores. 

Over the next few years, NEBCWF contacted local guide outfitters, the Habitat Conservation Trust 

Foundation, the Peace-Williston Fish and Wildlife Compensation Program, Ministry of Environment, and 

the Muskwa-Kechika Advisory Board (M-KAB) to explore cost sharing possibilities for the Gataga clean-

up. NEBCWF also connected with other organizations for funding and project support and reached out 

to Kaska Dena Council, Kwadacha Nation, and Daylu Dena Council to engage them for interest. The 

NEBCWF received support letters from all three Indigenous Communities as well as the NEBCWF 

executive, M-KAB, and the Wild Sheep Society of British Columbia (WSSBC; Appendix C). In addition, 
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NEBCWF itself donated to this project and notified local outfitters (when able to get a hold of them) of 

project timing so as not to interfere with their activities. The final clean-up began on August 6, 2022, 

with the involvement of several area businesses and non-profits supporting the NEBCWF. 

Site #1 

 
Figure 1: Overview of site #1 pre-clean-up showing discarded fuel drums.  

Photo: T. Fulton, 2022. 
 

 

Site #2 

 
Figure 2: Metal waste at site #2 pre-clean-up. Photo: T. Fulton, August 2022. 
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Figure 3: Discarded fuel drums at site #2 pre-clean-up. Photo: T. Fulton, August 2022. 

 

Site #3 

 
Figure 4: Overview of site #3 pre-clean-up showing discarded fuel drums and waste piles.  

Photo: T. Fulton, August 2022. 
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Figure 5: A waste pile at site #3 pre-clean-up. Photo: T. Fulton, August 2022. 

 
 

 
Figure 6: Waste in the river at site #3 pre-clean-up. Photo: T. Fulton, August 2022. 
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Project Location 

The clean-up took place in a mountainous region of the Gataga watershed (Figure 7). All three clean-up 

sites were within 1 mile (~1.6km) of each other. Waste was flown from a central location approximately 

46.2 nautical miles (~85.6km) to staging at the 113-Mile Creek gravel pit off the Alaska Highway. From 

there, it was trucked to the Fort Nelson dump. 

 
Figure 7: Central clean-up site and flight route to Mile 113 Creek staging on the Alaska Highway.  
 

Organizations Involved 

Though managed by the NEBCWF, this initiative involved several local businesses and non-profits who 

aided with logistics, labour, equipment, funding, and transportation. The WSSBC obtained and provided 

$75 000 in funding which was matched and exceeded by the following participants: Fabled Copper 

Corp., North Country Projects Ltd. (NCPL), Shifting Mosaics Consulting (SMC), Northern Fire WoRx Corp. 

(NFWRx), Stone and Folding Mountain Outfitters, and Qwest Helicopters (Qwest). The Northern Rockies 

Regional Municipality (NRRM) also contributed to the clean-up through waiving dump fees for the 

associated waste. 
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Project Description 

The Gataga clean-up began on August 6, 2022 (Figures 9-18). To reduce transportation costs, NEBCWF 

crew camped in the area for three nights while sorting waste from the identified clean-up sites into piles 

for transport and disposal. Wood waste was burned on site (following the regulations) and metal waste 

above a certain length was cut into smaller pieces for easier transport. Piles were not more than 2m x 

3m at any time. 

An AStar helicopter forwarded waste piles to a central clean-up site where they were packaged and 

netted in preparation to be long-lined directly to the Mile 113 staging off the Alaska Highway using a 

larger 205 helicopter. Crews utilized “super nets”, which enabled the helicopter to transport up to 39 

fuel drums at once, minimizing the number of trips required with the 205. At the Mile 113 staging, NCPL, 

Qwest, SMC and NFWRx staff loaded waste onto trailers and trucked it to the Fort Nelson dump for 

disposal.  

 

 

 
Figure 8: Site # 3 prior to clean-up, showing abandoned fuel drums and other waste piles.  

Photo: T. Fulton, August 2022. 
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Figure 9: Old fuel drums and other waste in the river channel prior to clean-up.  

Photo: T. Fulton, August 2022. 
 

 
Figure 10: NEBCWF crew cutting pipes for easier transport. Photo: T. Fulton, August 2022. 
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Figure 11: Sorted waste ready for transport and disposal. Metal waste (R) is netted for 

helicopter slinging. Photo: T. Fulton, August 2022. 
 

 
Figure 12: Waste wood was burned on site. Photo: T. Fulton, August 2022. 
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Figure 13: Sling loads of waste were prepared by ground crews in advance to maximize 

efficiency of hours in the day and flight time. Photo: T. Fulton, August 2022. 
 

 

 
Figure 14: Fuel drums were slung out using “super nets” with a long-line.  

Photo: T. Fulton, August 2022. 
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Figure 15: Fuel drums were loaded onto flat deck trailers at the Mile 113 staging for transport 

to the Fort Nelson dump. Photo: S. Neudorf, August 2022. 
 

 

 
Figure 16: Various waste was deposited by hand into the dumpster at the Mile 113 staging. 
Photo: S. Neudorf, August 2022. 
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Figure 17: Project area post-clean-up with previous locations of waste and burn piles visible. 

Photo: T. Fulton, August 2022. 
 

 
Figure 18: 2,360kgs of fuel drums were removed from the Gataga River Basin to the Fort Nelson 
dump. Final handling crew included: SMC, NFWRx, NCPL, and Qwest. Photo: S. Leverkus, August 

2022. 
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Results and Recommendations 

The Gataga River Basin Clean-up was a huge success coming in both under time and below budget. 

NEBCWF, the WSSBC, Fabled Copper Corp., SMC, NFWRx, NCPL, Stone and Folding Mountain Outfitters, 

and Qwest removed more than 100 fuel drums weighing 2,340kg and 1,896kg of assorted waste from a 

region used extensively by thinhorn stone’s sheep, northern mountain caribou, and other wildlife for 

proper disposal at the Fort Nelson dump. NEBCWF volunteers are planning one final project trip to the 

clean-up site to throw the burned ends of wood waste into piles for burning, remove anything that was 

missed, and do a final check of the entire area.  

To build on the success of the Gataga River Basin Clean-up, we recommend the following: 

• Ongoing monitoring of the old mineral prospecting location(s) and Gataga River basin in general 

for any waste which may be revealed as the rivers rise and fall, the snow and glaciers melts etc. 

During a post-clean-up inspection, NEBCWF volunteers noted that snow melt during a period of 

hot weather after the initial clean-up had revealed some waste that was covered at the time 

(this will be picked up at the planned NEBCWF trip to the site later this year). 

• Continued communication with local government departments, wildlife biologists, industry and 

environmental crews, guide outfitters, Indigenous Communities, trappers, packers, hunters, 

back country enthusiasts, and helicopter and airplane pilots working in the area to encourage 

them to contact NEBCWF if they find any locations of environmental contamination or waste. 

These groups combined cover extensive areas and are invaluable resources for locating 

potential clean-up areas. 

The type of contamination and garbage dumping that lead to the waste in the Gataga River basin should 

no longer be taking place in the region. In addition to wider policy change over time, companies such as 

project-partner Fabled Copper Corp. are working diligently to ensure effective stewardship of the lands 

they develop. Non-profits such as WSSBC are dedicated to conserving valuable wildlife habitat in 

Northeast BC and it has been very effective and efficient to work in collaboration with them. As such, 

after the clean-up of the identified sites, we hope to focus attention in the surrounding basins and 

watersheds to decrease the risk of this type of pollution occurring in the area again.   
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Appendix A: Pre-clean-up site inventory notes from NEBCWF 

Site #1. 
Latitude: 58.17830 
Longitude: 125.30312                                                                                                                     
32 drums (some partially full of water and or fuel mix) some directly in the watershed. Assorted 
pipe and garbage. There is also a drill platform / helicopter pad up on the cliff that is too 
dangerous to do any clean-up work, it is posing no environmental concerns    
 

Site #2. 
Latitude: 58.17231   
Longitude: 125.31096 
3 drums (some partially full of water and or fuel mix) some directly in the watershed. 1” steel 
pipeline to drill pad and lots of domestic garbage (tin cans, bottles etc.)     
 
Site #3  
Latitude: 58.16439 
Longitude: 125.30981  
84 drums (some partially full of water and or fuel mix) some directly in the creek. Lots of 
garbage (freezers, fridges, stoves, bed frames, piping, plastic, tin cans) some in the creek. As 
well as several old wooden buildings that are getting scattered down the watershed. 
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Appendix B: 1971 Gataga Camp Inventory 

Historical inventory from the abandonment of the Gataga Camp, associated with the Windermere Mine 

Project, in 1971. The Gataga camp is a likely source of much of the waste removed during the Gataga 

River Basin Clean-up. We acknowledge and thank Fabled Copper Corp. who discovered and provided 

these documents. 
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Appendix C: Project Support Letters 
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